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It takes COURAGE to Plan

It takes COURAGE to Act

It takes COURAGE to Refl ect

It takes COURAGE to 

Thank you so much for attending my keynote presentation “From Cowardly Lion to Lion-Hearted 

Leader!” In it, we focused on Courage as a key aspect of Acknowledgment. In order to provide you

with a more complete context for both personal planning and journaling, I’d like to share my 5 Cs of 

Acknowledgment: 

1. Consciousness: Become Conscious of the acknowledgments and gratitude that you already have in

your mind and spirit.

2. Choice: It is your Choice whether to deliver the acknowledgment or to merely keep it # oating around

in your mind. Choose “yes” whenever possible!

3. Courage: It is courageous to deliver heartfelt and authentic acknowledgment—it makes us

vulnerable. If you feel that you need to summon Courage, you are on the right track!

4. Communication: Determine the best way to reach your recipient. It is simple to Communicate your

gratitude and appreciation once you choose to do so.

5. Commitment: Once you witness the bene$ ts of gratitude (for example, watch your people come

alive, take more initiative, and work with more passion and engagement), Committing yourself to

being a grateful leader becomes easy and logical.

I hope that you will use this En-COURAGE-ment Journal and En-COURAGE-ment Action Plan to help

you gain the courage you feel you may have been lacking, or bring you to the next level of 

Lion-hearted Leadership. 

Please keep in touch and remember to visit www.GratefulLeadership.com to hear heart-warming

stories of people just like you who have not let their fear stop them. 

Be heartfelt. Be authentic. Be vulnerable. Be your SELF!

Warmest regards, 

Judith W. Umlas 



En-COURAGE-ment Daily Journal 
The focus of each entry is the self-learning event or events you want to record. Did you experience 

new opportunities for acknowledgment? Did others demonstrate great  that stood 

out for you? Or did you see behavior that provided an important personal 

lesson? How did you do, today yourself? Did you embarrass yourself in the context of 

? Did you win self-applause? Both? The purpose of the Daily Journal is to record your 

journey towards increased self-knowledge. Journaling is a powerful tool for this.

“At the end of the 30 days, review your journal and then choose the top $ v e experiences that you 

see – they may be recurring ones that you have taken note of. For example, you may have wanted to 

express deep appreciation toward a team member, but you let the opportunity go by. Or someone 

else did that, and you know they should have shown appreciation toward another.”

Date: 



En-COURAGE-ment Action Plan
Based on your personal experience, one or more “light bulbs” may have come on during my 

presentation. For each of us, these are diff erent. However, the metaphor “light bulbs – on” means, an 

Acknowledgment issue or issues you know you need to work on.  So let’s say that you see that you 

personify a specifi c non-acknowledgement habit. The purpose of the Action Plan is provide you with 

a tool for goal setting. If you have such a habit, what are going to do to break or change the habit? 

Will your plan include action steps tied to a sequence of several goals?






